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A Hierarchical Model Fusion (HMF) framework for object tracking in video sequences is presented. The
Bayesian tracking equations are extended to account for multiple object models. With these equations as a
basis a particle filter algorithm is developed to efficiently cope with the multi-modal distributions emerging
from cluttered scenes. The update of each object model takes place hierarchically so that the lower
dimensional object models, which are updated first, guide the search in the parameter space of the
subsequent object models to relevant regions thus reducing the computational complexity. A method for
object model adaptation is also developed. We apply the proposed framework by fusing salient points, blobs,
and edges as features and verify experimentally its effectiveness in challenging conditions.
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1. Introduction

The problem of visual tracking consists in the localization of
moving scene objects (targets) in consecutive frames acquired by
static or moving sensors. It has a broad scope of applications ranging
from human–computer interfaces, to surveillance. Its general solution
might be very challenging especially when the targets are deformable,
move abruptly in front of heavily cluttered background under varying
illumination conditions and are partially or fully occluded.

A very popular approach is the probabilistic Bayesian tracking
methods. The Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) approximation methods
[3–7] known as particle filters (PF) which belong to the Bayesian
approach are among the most promising approaches for robust track-
ing. These methods treat the location of the target as a probability
density function, which they attempt to estimate using a set of
samples. Their main advantage lies in their ability to cope with multi-
modal distributions, such as those emerging from a cluttered en-
vironment, due to the maintenance of multiple hypotheses. However,
the application of particle filtering methods still has many problems
to resolve before it can be considered robust for tracking targets in
natural scenes in real-time. Among the most important issues are the
efficient and information-rich target representation and the selection
of the proposal distribution (hypothesis generation).

In this work we propose the Hierarchical Model Fusion (HMF)
framework for fusing visual cues. The target is represented by several
object models of increasing dimension, which are probabilistically
linked. The parameter update for each object model takes place
hierarchically so that the simpler object models, which are updated
first, guide the search in the state space of the more complex object
models to relevant regions. The most complicated object model (in
terms of state dimension) and the last in hierarchy, is called main
model and its parameters fully describe the target. The rest of the
object models are referred to as auxiliary as the estimation of their
state is not required by the application. A method to adapt the aux-
iliary object models to cope with target appearance changes is also
proposed. The method deletes the auxiliary object models which
seem to lose track based on a measure of their compatibility with the
main object model. When the number of auxiliary models is low new
ones are added.

A simple example (see Fig. 1) will clarify the proposed concept. Let
us consider a case of a target of which we want to estimate the
bounding box. We will use two object models, an auxiliary that tracks
a salient point in the target and the main model, the bounding
rectangle (blob). The state of the first object model has two pa-
rameters, the salient point's coordinates xs=[isx;isy], while the blob
object model has three, the coordinates of its center and a scale
parameter, xb=[ibx;iby;sb]. When the tracking is initialized the relative
position of xb with respect to xs is measured. If the tracked object is
rigid this relative position should be almost constant between two
consecutive frames. Thus if the location of the point is found on the
next frame we can significantly narrow the search for the position of
the blob thus the search in the three-dimensional space is simplified.

The contribution of our work consists in the following:

• We extended the Bayesian framework to allow the integration
of multiple object models which may lead to a better target
representation.

• Wederived a particlefiltering based approximation algorithmwhich
leads to efficient hypothesis generation. This algorithm integrates
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Fig. 1. In (a) the tracking is initialized with two object models describing the target, a blob and a salient point. The arrow shows the relative position of the point and the center of the
blob. In (b) the position of the point is updated and using the stored relative distance the proposal for the blob given this position is shown in the x and y axis (red). This proposal is
much closer to the target than the proposal derived by the state evolution model of the blob (blue).
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multiple object models of different complexity with redundancy of
information.

• We developed an adaptation technique, to automatically select ap-
propriate auxiliary models.

To test the proposed HMF framework we implemented a tracker
using the following cues: salient points within the target, color, and
edge information. The object models used, in increasing state di-
mension order, are salient points and blobs within the target as
auxiliary and the target's contour as the main model. A possible
drawback of our method that we are going to handle in the future is
the dependence on the main model.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
the merits of our approach compared to the related works. Section 3
provides the background knowledge to particle filtering methods,
presents the HMF framework, and explains its requirements and
constraints. Section 4 gives an implementation of the framework.
Section 5 contains the experimental results, which demonstrate the
merits of the proposed HMF framework using some challenging video
shots and simulated data. Section 6 concludes this work.

2. Related work

In this section we overview the related works on tracking and how
they treat the target representation (object model), the hypothesis
generation/evaluation (proposal distribution/measurement model),
and the adaptation compared to our approach. A recent survey on
tracking methods can be found here [8].

The choice of the object model is crucial and depends on the speed
and accuracy requirements of the application. Simple object models
such as [9–13] with 3–4 state dimensions are efficiently calculated,
but the amount of information they provide is low and requires
significant post-processing for video understanding. On the other
hand, object models with many state parameters have high com-
putational cost. Examples are [14,1] with 6 state parameters, or target
specific models with even more parameters [15–17]. The acquisition
of those parameters is often required by the application and the high
level knowledge they provide results in a detailed target represen-
tation, thus these object models are more difficult to be distracted by
clutter. In this work we propose the use of several object models of
varying complexity in an attempt to maintain the benefits of both
simple and complicated models, by using a coarse to fine strategy.

Another important decision when designing a tracking algorithm
is the choice of the measurement model and the proposal distribution.
There are many works in the literature using particle filters with only
a single cue (e.g. edges, color) and use the state evolution (dynamics)
as a proposal [1,9]. However, using only one cue limits the robustness
and sampling from dynamics is inefficient as is now acknowledged
by many recent works [13]. The target's motion is hard to predict and
its direction or velocity might change abruptly. To account for this
kind of motion the range of search should be very wide. This results
in inefficient search because many hypotheses are created in low
likelihood regions. Furthermore, a large search range increases the
probability of tracker distraction by similar objects in the target's
neighborhood. Feature fusion is a popular approach to overcome
these difficulties, and several methods which attempt it have recently
appeared [10,18–22]. These approaches differ in the way they fuse
the cues and can be classified in three categories: the first concerns
methods which combine several cues during the measurement pro-
cess to increase robustness. The methods of the second category try
to improve the proposal distribution by using some of the cues to
guide the new hypotheses in high likelihood areas. The third cat-
egory contains methods which partition the state space and use
different visual cues to sequentially update the resulting sub-states. In
the following we are going to outline some methods from all three
categories. The main challenge for these methods is to fuse the cues
in a way that will increase robustness while maintaining a low
computational cost since many tracking applications require on-line
performance.

In [18,2] two frameworks for fusion during the measurement
process are presented. In [2], a method to automatically estimate the
reliability of each feature is also proposed. Similarly in [23], a method
to evaluate and select the most suitable features for a given ap-
plication is presented. Another relative approach is [24], which builds
likelihood maps from each feature and combines them based on their
classification confidence scores. A limitation of the aforementioned
methods is that the object models that are coupled with the various
cues must share the same state space. The number of particles
required increases exponentially with the number of state parame-
ters, rendering these methods inefficient. In [21], the authors over-
come this drawback by using several object models to fuse different
cues. This strategy maintains information redundancy and lower
computational complexity by splitting the state into several sub-
spaces, however, the cues are fused during the measurement process
which does not improve the proposal distribution and thus might
result in inefficient search of the state space. The same limitation
holds for [25], where two object models are used for head tracking
with the particles of each model updated using a Monte Carlo
approximation to sequential belief propagation.

The second category of the fusion methods combine the cues
during the hypothesis generation stage. Some of them, propose the
use of some sort of low level information such as color [26], and
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motion [13] to guide the search in high likelihood areas. These ap-
proaches make the first step towards better proposal distributions but
they cannot efficiently bridge the gap between low level features and
complex object models. In [14] shape and color information are fused.
Information from one cue is used to construct a proposal distribution
for the other and vice-versa. The authors claim that the use of several
“rough” models increases the robustness of their method by avoiding
clutter and keeps the computational cost low because a complicated
model is not required. However, in cases where the background
has objects similar to the target those rough models could fail. Ad-
ditionally, several applications require a detailed target representa-
tion which is only achieved by using complex object models.

In the third category of fusion methods belongs the work in [10],
which is more closely related to our method. Partitioned sampling is
used to reduce the search in the state space and provides an efficient
proposal distribution. Each cue provides information only for a sub-
set of the state vector parameters. The new particles are constructed
incrementally, each cue is used to update the sub-state which is
assigned to it. This way the search in a high dimensional space is
replaced by consecutive searches in lower dimensional spaces thus
increasing the sampling efficiency. However, if one of the cues fails to
locate the target region the rest will not be able to recover because, as
mentioned above, only one cue is used for each subset of the state
vector. Additionally, to use the partitioning method one has to find
informative visual cues for each partitionwhich is not always possible.
The same approach is followed in [27] where the state of an
articulated target (a hand) is partitioned and the search proceeds in
Fig. 2. Synthetic example of tracking an articulated object. The state vector is defined as
x=[ix;iy;ϑ] where ix, iy are the coordinates of the lower link. The position of the upper
link is defined only by its angle ϑ (we assume constant link length for simplicity). In
Frame 1 the lower link is occluded and some background clutter exists. The hypotheses
are represented by bounding boxes and their color shows their weight (darker means
higher weight). (a–b) Standard Particle Filter (SIR): the state is updated simultaneously
for the 3 parameters, thus the computational cost is exponentially increased with the
number of state dimensions. (c–e) Partitioned Sampling: the sub-state of the lower link
[ix;iy] is updated first at (d), followed by resampling and the update of the sub-state of
the upper link [ϑ] at (e). The tracking of the lower link is distracted by the clutter which
results in the tracker losing the target. (f–h) HMF: an auxiliary object model (blue
rectangle) with state xa=[i′x;i′y] tracks the lower link and is updated first at (g) using a
different visual cue than the main model. The main object model with state x=[ix;iy;ϑ]
which tracks the whole target is updated at (h) by fusing information from the updated
state of the auxiliary objectmodel and the dynamics. Even though the auxiliary model is
distracted by the clutter themain model successfully locates the target.
a sequential fashion. If the sub-state that contains the parameters of
the palm fails to locate it then tracking is lost (see Fig. 2). A similar
method is presented in [28] for tracking multiple targets. In [29],
partitioned sampling is combined with a method to dynamically
change the order of the partitions. In [30], the state is partitioned and
Rao–Blackwellization is used to analytically compute the appearance
part of the state-vector while the location part is approximated using
particles.

In our approach the information from various cues is gradually
exploited through an object model hierarchy. It builds upon the
method described in [31]. In [31], the object models are connected
only through the proposal distribution which results in a loose con-
nection. In this work, the object models are integrated by modifying
the update equations of Bayesian filters. Each object model uses some
of the cues to estimate its parameters and then is used to estimate a
subset of the parameters of the consequentmodels. However, only the
last objectmodel (main) contains the required target parameters. This
way the search in the parameter space of the complicated object
models is narrowed but information redundancy is preserved. Our
method is used for correlated fields of the state vector, to exploit
information redundancy, while the partitioned sampling requires
independent (uncorrelated) state vector fields. Fig. 3, shows the
graphical models corresponding to the standard particle filter [1], the
partitioned samplingmethod [27,10], and our method. Fig. 2, presents
an example of an articulated model tracking to highlight the dif-
ferences between the aforementioned methods.

Themeasurementmodel usually uses a reference template (e.g. for
color based measurement models the reference template could be the
color distribution of the target at the initialization frame), with which
the various hypotheses are compared. However, due to illumination
changes, target rotations and deformations, occlusions etc., the target's
appearance changes during tracking, thus rendering the reference
template invalid. Several approaches deal with these changes, by
adapting the aforementioned template such as [18,32,33,12,11]. The
main problem which these methods try to tackle is adapting the
reference template to the background. Our method exploits the use of
multiple object models to adapt the auxiliary object models while the
main object model provides the information about the location of the
target so that adaptation to background is minimized.

3. Proposed framework

3.1. Bayesian tracking/particle filters

Let xt; t∈Nf g be the unobserved state of the target and zt; t ∈Nf g
themeasurements for every time step, t. The Bayesian Filtering consists
Fig. 3. Graphical models depicting only slices t−1 and t of the temporal dimension. The
state to be approximated is denoted as x[3]. (a) SIR [1]. (b) Partitioned Sampling [27,10],
the state is partitioned in 3 parts (x[31], x[32], x[33]), which are updated independently,
each one depending on different measurements. (c)Proposed HMF model, using 2
auxiliary object models (x[1], x[2]) which are linked to the main object model (x[3]).

image of Fig.�2
image of Fig.�3


1 For notational clarity we avoid using the T superscript, instead we use the Matlab's
‘;’ notation to concatenate vectors.
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of calculating the posterior p(x0:t|z1:t) (where x0:t=(x0…xt)) at every
step, given the measurements up to that step and a prior, p(x0). The
solution is expressed as:

p x0:t jz1:tð Þ = p x0:t−1 jz1:t−1ð Þ p zt jx0:t ;z1:t−1ð Þp xt jx0:t−1;z1:t−1ð Þ
p zt jz1:t−1ð Þ : ð1Þ

In most practical problems the assumptions of Markovian dy-
namics p(xt|x0:t−1, z1:t−1)=p(xt|xt−1) and the independence of
measurements given the current state p(zt|x0:t, z1:t−1)=p(zt|xt) are
made.

Under these assumptions Eq. (1) becomes:

p x0:t jz1:tð Þ = p x0:t−1 jz1:t−1ð Þp zt jxtð Þp xt jxt−1ð Þ
p zt jz1:t−1ð Þ : ð2Þ

The PFmethods are used to approximate the probabilities involved
in the Bayesian tracking equations. They use samples (particles) to
estimate the involved pdf's [5,7]. Given N weighted particle trajec-
tories {x0:t−1

(n) , wt−1
(n) }n=1

N , which approximate p(x0:t−1|z1:t−1) up to
time t−1, the SMC methods compute N particles {xt(n)}n=1

N which are
combined with the previous trajectories to form {x0:t

(n), wt
(n)}n=1

N ,
which approximate the posterior p(x0:t|z1:t), up to time t.

The particles are drawn from the proposal distribution q(x0:t|z1:t)
and are weighted by:

w nð Þ
t =

p x nð Þ
0:t

���z1:t
� �

q x nð Þ
0:t

���z1:t
� � : ð3Þ

The proposal distribution is selected to factorize as (using the
Markov assumption):

q x0:t jz1:tð Þ = q xt jxt−1;ztð Þq x0:t−1 jz1:t−1ð Þ ð4Þ

to be able to update the weights recursively. To avoid wasting par-
ticles in low likelihood areas, a resampling step is added resulting to
the Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) [5] algorithm. The steps are
shown in Algorithm 1.

A very common realization of this algorithmuses the prior p(xt|xt−1)
as proposal distribution which results in the weights updated by the
likelihood p(zt|xt) [1].

Algorithm 1. SIR Algorithm.

Input: {x0:t−1
(n) , wt

(n)}n=1
N

for n=1 to N do
Sample xt(n) from q(xt|xt−1

(n) , zt)
Weight xt(n) by the following, which results if we replace Eqs.(2)
and (4) in Eq.(3):

w′
t
nð Þ =

p zt jx nð Þ
t

� �
p x nð Þ

t jx nð Þ
t−1

� �
q x nð Þ

t jx nð Þ
t−1; zt

� � ð5Þ

end for
for n=1 to N do

Normalize the weights by:

w nð Þ
t =

w′
t
nð Þ

∑N
n1 = 1w

′
t
n1ð Þ ð6Þ

end for
Resample the particle set according to its weights, so that the
resulting particle set will be un-weighted and with the same
number of particles.
Output: {x0:t

(n), 1/N}n=1
N

3.2. HMF framework description

In the general case M object models are used for target rep-
resentation. The state can be written as1:

x = x 1½ �;x 2½ �;…;x M½ �
h i

ð7Þ

where x[i] are the state vectors of each object model. To each object
model corresponds a measurement model with parameters z[i]. The
graphical model of Fig. 3c encodes the architecture of our framework.
It depicts the following assumptions which we make to derive an
algorithm for the recursive calculation of the posterior:

• The total likelihood is given by multiplying the likelihoods of
individual models: p z jxð Þ = ∏M

i = 1p z i½ � jx i½ �
� �

.
• The state evolution is decomposed as: p xt jxt−1ð Þ = ∏M

i =1p x i½ �t j
�

Pa x i½ �t
� �Þ.

where Pa x i½ �t
� �

denotes the parent nodes of x i½ �t .
To construct algorithms that will be able to update the posterior of

each object model sequentially we derive the following equation
which is an extension to the classical Bayesian tracking Eq. (1), but
takes place inM steps. Each step updates the state of the corresponding
object model. Using simple probability rules and the assumptions
mentioned above thefiltering equation for the i-th step is given by (the
derivation steps are given in Appendix A):

p x 1:i½ �t ; x0:t−1 jz 1:i½ �t ; z1:t−1

� �

= p x 1:i−1½ �t ;x0:t−1 jz 1:i−1½ �t ; z1:t−1

� � p z i½ �t
���x i½ �t

� �
p x i½ �t

���Pa x i½ �t
� �� �

p z i½ �t
���z 1:i−1½ �t ; z1:t−1

� � : ð8Þ

Asmentionedabove, Eq. (8) canbeused to constructBayesian tracking
algorithms that use multiple object models. Here, we use it to construct a
PF based algorithm to iteratively update the posterior of each model.

We assume that at time t−1 the posterior p x 1:M½ �0:t−1 jz 1:M½ �1:t−1
� �

is approximated by a weighted particle set comprised of N weighted

sample trajectories: x nð Þ
1:M½ �0:t−1;w

nð Þ
M½ �t−1

n oN

n = 1
. To update the particle

set that approximate the posterior at time twe proceed in a sequential
fashion. Each object model is updated using the information from the
already updatedmodels at time t. The proposal distribution is selected
to factorize as:

q x 1:i½ �t ;x0:t−1 jz 1:i½ �t ; z1:t−1

� �
= q x i½ �t jPa x i½ �t

� �
; z i½ �t

� �
q x 1:i−1½ �t ; x0:t−1 jz 1:i−1½ �t ; z1:t−1

� �� : ð9Þ

As in standard PF the samples are drawn from the first factor of
Eq. (9).

The weights are given by:

w nð Þ
i½ �t =

p x nð Þ
1:i½ �t ;x

nð Þ
0:t−1

���z 1:i½ �t ; z1:t−1

� �
q x nð Þ

1:i½ �t ;x
nð Þ
0:t−1

���z 1:i½ �t ; z1:t−1

� � : ð10Þ

By substituting Eqs. (8) and (9) into Eq. (10) we get the following
weight update equation:

w nð Þ
i½ �t ∝w nð Þ

i−1½ �t
p z i½ �t

���x nð Þ
i½ �t

� �
p x nð Þ

i½ �t
���Pa nð Þ x i½ �t

� �� �
q x nð Þ

i½ �t
���Pa nð Þ x i½ �t

� �
; z i½ �t

� � : ð11Þ
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The steps of the iteration for the update of object model i at time t
of the proposed algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 2 and a visual
representation can be found in Fig. 4.

Algorithm 2. HMF Algorithm.

Input: x nð Þ
1:i−1½ �t ;x

nð Þ
0:t−1;w

nð Þ
i½ �t

n oN

n = 1
for n=1 to N do

Sample x nð Þ
i½ �t from q x nð Þ

i½ �t
���Pa x i½ �t

� � nð Þ
; z i½ �t

� �
Weight each particle by:

w′
i½ �t
nð Þ ∝w nð Þ

i−1½ �t
p z i½ �t

���x nð Þ
i½ �t

� �
p x nð Þ

i½ �t
���Pa nð Þ x i½ �t

� �� �
q x nð Þ

i½ �t
���Pa nð Þ x i½ �t

� �
; z i½ �t

� �
end for
for n=1 to N do

Normalize the weights by:

w nð Þ
t =

w′
t
nð Þ

∑N
n1 = 1w

′
t
n1ð Þ

end for
Resample the particle set according to its weights, so that the
resulting particle set will be un-weighted and with the same
number of particles.
Output: x nð Þ

1:i½ �t ; x
nð Þ
0:t−1;1=N

n oN

n =1

In Fig. 3, we show the graphical models for (a) the standard PF [1],
(b) the partitioned sampling method [27,10] and, (c) the proposed
HMFmethod. The standard PF uses a single object model for the target
and therefore is modeled by a single Markov chain. The partitioned
sampling method breaks the state into several sub-states and
estimates each one separately using different visual cues. There are
no interactions between the cues therefore the method depends on
each one of them because if one fails then the sub-state that
corresponds to it will not be estimated correctly and the target will
Fig. 4. Update for object model i at time t. (a) The pdf and particles at time t−1. (b) The
proposal is formed by fusing information from the current object model's previous state
and from the rest of the objectmodels. Pat(x[i]t) denotes the parent nodes of x[i]t from time
t, Pa[i+1:M]t−1(x[i]t) denotes the parent nodes of x[i]t from time t−1 excluding x[i]t−1.
(c) The new particles are weighted. Darker particles have higher weight. (d) Resampling.
be lost. In contrast, we use several auxiliary object models each one
employing different cues to provide information to the main object
model which contains the parameters that we need to estimate. Each
auxiliary model provides information for a sub-state of the main
model, this way information from more than one cue is fused to
estimate the same sub-state. This interaction is graphically repre-
sented by the cross-model links of Fig. 3c. This strategy enables us to
form better proposal distributions thus reducing the required number
of particles and on the same time maintaining information redun-
dancy which increases the robustness of the approach.

3.3. Tracking models requirements

As mentioned above the proposed HMF framework requires several
object models. The requirements for those models are presented in the
following:

(i) The main model should contain the target parameters required
by the application (e.g. location, shape, velocity).

(ii) Auxiliary models of different dimensionality should be avail-
able. Low dimensional models require less particles but they
usually are not robust and do not offer a detailed target rep-
resentation. High dimensional models, on the other hand, offer
a very detailed target representation.

(iii) The models must be probabilistically linked. This means that
we should be able to evaluate the conditional probability of the
model state given the states of the ones linked to it.

For each objectmodel, one ormore visual cues are used to represent
the target. The object models have to be updated in increasing state
dimension order, so that the amount of processing can be minimized.
Themainmodel is themost complexoneand the last to be updated. This
strategy breaks the initial problem into M sub-problems. This way,
fewer particles are required to search efficiently the state space, leading
to lower computational complexity. As mentioned above the main
object model contains all the required target parameters therefore the
auxiliary object models are not restricted to describe the whole target.
Theymight be used to describe only a part of it, such as a blobwithin the
target. This way the resistance in partial occlusions is increased.

4. Tracker implementation

In this section we use the framework to build a tracker, which we
applied in tracking various targets in challenging situations. We
combined three different object models to represent the target which
are in the order which are updated:

(i) A salient point tracking model. This model has only 2 position
parameters.

(ii) A blob trackingmodel. The blob represents a rectangular region
of the target with homogeneous color with 3 parameters which
describe its position and scale.

(iii) The target's contour. This is the main object model. It is
represented as a b-spline curve and contains 5 parameters
which allow several geometric transformations.

The combined state vector is: x = S;B;C½ �, where S represents the
salient points B represents the blobs and C represents the contour
curve. For a single target more than one salient point or blob object
models can be used. To increase robustness and reduce the overall
complexity we don't link together the object models of the same class
as shown in Fig. 5 where there is no link between the two point object
models. We also choose to link each point object model with one blob
object model, by selecting the blob closest to it during the initial-
ization. All the auxiliary models are directly connected to the main
model. We denote by Ks the number of the tracked salient points and
by Kb the number of blobs. The contour object model tracks only one
curve representing the contour of the target. To link the models
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Fig. 5. (a) Sample image showing two salient points (dark), one blob (red) and one
contour model (blue). (b) Graphical model of the implemented tracker, depicting slices
t−1 and t of the temporal dimension for the aforementioned models. The evidence
nodes are omitted for clarity.
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together, each auxiliary model contains a set of parameters in their
state that specify the relative position of each object that it tracks
(salient points, blobs) to the higher object models. The initialization
step is done manually. Once the target area is defined the contour
curve is constructed. Within this area a search for salient points and
blobs using standard corner and blob detection algorithms takes place
to automatically initialize the other object models.

In the following we describe each object model in detail and define
their measurement model p z i½ �t jx i½ �t

� �
, and the proposal q x i½ �t jPa x i½ �t

� �
;

�
z i½ �tÞ, which are required to integrate them into the framework.

4.1. Salient points

We use Ks object models that track salient points of the target. The
state vector for all the tracked points is S = s1;…; sKs

� �
. The vector of a

single salient point is defined as (in the rest of this section we refer to
a single salient point without using the superscript denoting the
number of the point for notational clarity):

s = sp;sr½ � ð12Þ

where:

• sp = isx ; isy
� �

are the x and y-coordinates of the point.
• sr = srb; src½ � are the parameters representing the relative position
of the point and the rest of the object models and more specifically,
srb is the relative position of the point with respect to the center of
the blob with which is linked and src is the relative position of the
point with respect to the center of gravity of the curve.

The likelihood of the n-th sample, of a point is determined by
calculating the sum of squared differences(SSD) between a rectangle
around a candidate feature and the template:

p z S½ � js nð Þ� �
∝ exp −

dssd s; s nð Þ� �
2σ2

sl

8<
:

9=
; ð13Þ

where dssd s; s nð Þ� �
is the SSD between the template point, s, and the

current hypothesis s nð Þ. The standard deviation, σsl, is set empirically.
For each point, we select the proposal distribution to be p st jxt−1ð Þ.

The relative position sr is set during the initialization of the object
model and remains unchanged during tracking. The proposal dis-
tribution for the position parameters of the n-th sample is defined by
(the rest of the equations of this section refer to a single particle
however the ‘(n)’ superscript is omitted for notational clarity):

p spt jspt−1;bpt−1; cpt−1; srt−1ð Þ∝ p spt jspt−1ð Þ
× p spt jbpt−1; srbt−1ð Þ + p spt jcpt−1; srct−1ð Þ½ � ð14Þ
where, bpt−1 and cpt−1 are the position parameters for the blob (the
specific blob that is connected to the salient point) and the contour
object models respectively. p spt jspt−1ð Þ is the dynamic model of the
salient points modeled by a Gaussian and p spt jbpt−1; srbt−1ð Þ,
p spt jcpt−1; srct−1ð Þ represent the influence from blob and contour
object models which are also modeled by Gaussians:

p spt jspt−1ð Þ = N spt ; spt−1;Σsp

� �
ð15Þ

p spt jbpt−1; srbt−1ð Þ = N spt ;bst−1 + srbt−1;Σpsb

� �
ð16Þ

p spt jcpt−1; srct−1ð Þ = N spt ; cst−1ð Þ + srct−1;Σpsc
Þ ð17Þ

where, Σsp, Σpsb and Σpsc are the diagonal covariance matrices which are
determined empirically, bs and cs denote the sub-vector of the pa-
rameters of blobs and contourwhich are linked to the parameters of the
salient points. From the above equation we see that the proposal PDF is
the product of a Gaussian dynamic model for the salient points and a
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) resulting from adding the influence
from blobs and contour. The motivation for the above formula is to
restrict the particles by their dynamics while considering the influence
from the rest of the objectmodels. Therefore, the product rule is used to
suppress regions not compatiblewith the previous target positionwhile
a sum rule is applied to the influence from the other object models to
maintain multi-modality. The result is proportional to a GMM [34].

4.2. Blobs

The blob tracking objectmodel is similar to the one described above.
The model is used to describe rectangular homogeneously colored
regions within the target. Similarly to the salient points, Kb object
models of this type are used B = b1;…;bKb

h i
. The state vector is each

objectmodel is defined as (in the rest of this sectionwe refer to a single
blob without using the superscript denoting the number of the blob for
notational clarity):

b = bp;br½ � ð18Þ

where:

• bp = ibx ; iby ; sb
h i

Z are the x and y-coordinates and scale of the blob.
• br are the parameters representing the relative position of the blob
with respect to the center of gravity of the curve.

The likelihood of the n-th sample, of a blob is given by:

p z B½ �
���b nð Þ� �

∝ exp −
d2bht H b

� �
;H b nð Þ� �� �

2σ2
bl

8<
:

9=
; ð19Þ

where H b nð Þ� ��
is the histogram for the n hypothesis of the blob,

H b
� �

is the kb blob's template histogram and σbl is the standard

deviation. The dbht(⋅) denotes the Bhattacharyya distance defined as:

dbht H1;H2ð Þ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1− ∑

m

u=1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
H uð Þ

1 H uð Þ
2

h irs
ð20Þ

where the summation is over the m histogram bins.
For each blob, we define the proposal distribution as p bt jbt−1;ð

Ct−1; StÞ. The relative position br is set during the initialization of the
model and remains unchanged during tracking. The proposal dis-
tribution for the position parameters is defined by (the rest of the
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equations of this section refer to a single particle however the ‘(n)’
superscript is omitted for notational clarity):

p bpt jbpt−1; spt ; cpt−1;brt−1ð Þ∝ p bpt jbpt−1ð Þ
× p bpt jspt ; srbtð Þ + p bpt jcpt−1;brt−1ð ÞÞ½ � ð21Þ

where, spt is the position of the salient point linked to this blob object
model, p bpt jbpt−1ð Þ is the dynamic model of the blobs modeled by a
Gaussian distribution and p bpt jspt ; srbtð Þ, p bpt jcpt−1;brt−1ð ÞÞ repre-
sent the influence from salient point and contour object models
respectively which are also modeled by Gaussians:

p bpt jbpt−1ð Þ = N bpt ;bpt−1;Σbp

� �
ð22Þ

p bst jspt ; srbtð Þ = N bst ; spt−srbt ;Σpsb

� �
ð23Þ

p bpt jcpt−1;brt−1ð Þ = N bpt ; cbt−1 + brt−1ð Þ;Σpbr
Þ ð24Þ

where, Σbp, Σpsb
and Σpbc

are the covariances which are determined
empirically and cb is a vector containing the parameters of the
contour object model which are linked to the parameters of the blob
model.

4.3. Contour

The contour of the target, modeled by a B-Spline curve, is the main
object model. The curve's shape is initialized in the first frame or it can
be selected from a pool of predefined shapes when the type of the
tracked object is known in advance. In contrast with the other models
only one curve is used for each target. The contour object model has 5
parameters which allow for several geometric transformations of the
initial curve. The state vector is:

C = icx ; icy ; rc; scx ; scy

h i
ð25Þ

where, icx, icy are the translation parameters, rc the rotation, and scx, scy
the scale parameters.

The likelihood, p z C½ � jC
� �

, is calculated by using edge cues. More
specifically, we measure how well the detected edges fit the current
contour hypothesis using the method described in [1].

p z C½ �
���C nð Þ� �

∝ exp −
f 2cl C nð Þ� �
2σ2

cl

8<
:

9=
; ð26Þ

where fcl(⋅) is the aforementionedmetric (see [1] for details) and σcl is
the standard deviation which is determined empirically.

The proposal distribution for this object model is (the rest of the
equations of this section refer to a single particle however the ‘(n)’
superscript is omitted for notational clarity):

p Ct jCt−1;Bt ; Stð Þ∝p Ct jCt−1ð Þ
�

∑
Kb

kb =1
p Ct jbpkb

t −brkbt
� �

+ ∑
Ks

ks =1
p Ct jspks

t −srckst
� ��

:

ð27Þ

The definitions for the probabilities follow:

p Ct jCt−1ð Þ = N Ct ;Ct−1;Σcp

� �
ð28Þ

p cst jspt−srctð Þ = N
�
cs½t ; spt−srct ;Σpcs

�
ð29Þ

p cbt jbpt−brtð Þ = N cbt ;bpt−brt ;Σpcb

� �
ð30Þ
where the covariances Σcp, Σpcs
and, Σpcb

are determined empirically.
We should note here that information from the current estimates of
the salient points and blobs is used. For the parameters of the contour
(e.g. rotation parameter) that the blob or the salient point object
models cannot provide a prior only the dynamic model of the contour
is used.

4.4. Adaptation procedure

So far we proposed a framework to fuse information from different
cues using several object models which are initialized at the first
frame. Here, we will expand the proposed framework to adapt the
auxiliary object models during tracking using informationfrom the
main object model. The adaptation consists of replacing auxiliary
models which appear to lose track with new ones detected within the
region defined by the main model. The fact that only the main model
is required for the target representation allows to flexibly add or
remove auxiliary models, which is very helpful in varying scene con-
ditions. In this section we analyze how the adaptation is performed on
the implemented object models.

The adaptation of the auxiliary models is integrated in the update
equation. Each auxiliary model has a parameter that encodes the
confidence of the object to belong to the target (target confidence).
The adaptation consists of deleting an object if the target confidence is
below a threshold and detecting and initializing new objects. If an
auxiliary model is mislead by clutter, it has to be deleted otherwise it
will mislead the tracker. For a salient point model the target con-
fidence parameter stt is initialized when the point is detected and
updated during tracking by the following filtering equation:

stt = astcstt−1 + 1−astc

� �
fstc st−1; Ct−1ð Þ ð31Þ

where astc is the filtering parameter and ttc is the threshold for deleting
an auxiliary model. fstc(⋅) is a metric measuring the compatibility
between the points and the contour object model on the previous
frame:

fstc st−1;Ct−1ð Þ = exp −
d2bht L S½ �;L C½ �

� �
2σtl

8<
:

9=
; ð32Þ

whereσpsc is the deviation, L S½ �, L C½ � are the likelihood vectors for a salient
point and the contour objectmodel respectively. The vectors contain the
likelihood values for the N particles and are defined as L S½ � =

p z S½ �
���s 1ð Þ

� �
;…; p z S½ �

���s Nð Þ
� �h i

and L C½ � = p z C½ �
���C 1ð Þ

� �
;…;p z C½ �

���C Nð Þ
� �h i

.

The Bhattacharyya distance between the vectors, in this case L S½ �, L C½ �
of length N is defined as:

dbht L S½ �;L C½ �
� �

=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1− ∑

N

n=1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L nð Þ

S½ � L
nð Þ
C½ �

h irs
: ð33Þ

This equationmodels the similarity between the likelihood vectors
which is high when the two object models describe the same target
(i.e. the particles with high salient point model likelihood also have
high contour model likelihood). In that case the link from one object
model to the other is meaningful. In contrast when one of the object
models is distracted by clutter then the similarity between the two
vectors is expected to be lower. The same equations hold for the
initialization and updateof the target confidence parameter of the
blob object model bt t½ .

When stt−1bttc or btt−1bttc for a salient point or blob object model
respectively then the auxiliary model is deleted and a detection



Fig. 6. Simulation Results Charts— the charts show the averageMSE in relation with the
number of particles for the SIR, PS, and HMF methods. As position estimator the mean
particle position is used.
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procedure searches for new salient points or blobs to re-initialize in
the target region as defined by the main model:

p st jCt−1ð Þ = p st jDs Ct−1ð Þð Þ ð34Þ

p bt jCt−1ð Þ = p bt jDb Ct−1ð Þð Þ ð35Þ

where Ds Ct−1ð Þ, Db Ct−1ð Þ denotes the detection process within the
area defined by the contour object model on the previous frame. This
is the same process that is used during initialization. For the salient
points we use the point detector from [35] and for the blobs we
perform segmentation by pyramids using the functions provided by
the OpenCV library.

5. Experiments

The experiments have been executed using both simulated data
and several challenging video sequences and various objects have
been tracked to verify ourmethod.More specifically,we experimented
with sequences containing deformable objects, abrupt motion, heavy
clutter, partial occlusions and, short full occlusions.

5.1. Simulation experiments

In this section we use simulated data to compare our HMFmethod
with the SIR algorithm [1] and the Partitioned Sampling (PS) method
[10]. We consider a 2-dimensional state space xt = xt x½ �;xt y½ �

� �
with

state evolution equations:

x x½ �t = x x½ �t−1 + dx ð36Þ

x y½ �t = x y½ �t−1 + dysin dϕt
� �

ð37Þ

where dx, dy, dϕ are constants. The likelihood of a measurement zt
given the state xt is given by:

p zt jxtð Þ = N zt;xt + nt ;Σlð Þ ð38Þ
Table 1
Simulation parameter values.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

σl 0.2 σse 0.2
σln 0.01 σca 0.3
σaux 0.2 σcm 0.15
whereΣl is thediagonal covariancematrix, and nt is zeromeanGaussian
noise with covariance matrix Σln. For all the methods the particles are
initially posed around the true target position. For the SIR method the
state evolution model is a Gaussian around the previous position
p xt jxt−1ð Þ = N xt; xt−1;Σseð Þ, where Σse is the diagonal covariance ma-
trixwith valuesσse. For the partitioned samplingmethodwe update the
y-dimensionfirst using similarly aGaussianwith varianceσse and after a
weighted resambling step we update the x-dimension sampling again
from a Gaussian with variance σse. For the HMF method we use an
additional auxiliary state, x′[y]t, that is related to the one (x[y]t) of the two
state dimensions by:

x′y½ �t = x y½ �t + pt ð39Þ

where pt is zero mean Gaussian noise with variance σaux. In the case
of visual tracking the auxiliary state is used to track a part of the
target and provides information for a sub-state of the main object
model, however their relative position might change. In the sim-
ulated data case, we model this change by including the Gaussian
noise pt to create the auxiliary state. The update of the auxilia-
ry state is performed by sampling from p x′y½ �t jxt−1;x′y½ �t−1

�
=

�
N x′y½ �t;x′y½ �t−1;
�

σse

�
N x′y½ �t;x y½ �t−1;σce

��
where the two distributions

are given by Gaussians as p x′y½ �t jx′y½ �t−1

�
= N x′y½ �t;x′y½ �t−1;σse

���
, and

p x′y½ �t;x y½ �t−1

�
= N x′ y½ �t;x y½ �t−1;σca

� ��
with variances σse and σca

respectively. Similarly for the update of the main model the sampling
is performed from: p xt jxt−1;x′y½ �t

� �
= p xt jxt−1ð Þp xt;x′y½ �t

� �
where the

probabilities are again Gaussians with variances σse and σcm

respectively.
Using the above equations we generated 100 sequences each

consisting of 1000 time instants. We run the trackers for each and
calculated the Mean Square Error over the sequences using as
estimator the mean particle position, and the higher weighted
particle. The above procedure was repeated for various number of
particles, and the results are shown in Fig. 6. The parameter values
that were used are summarized in Table 1.

The results, depicted in Fig. 6, show that our HMF method has
comparable performance with the partitioned sampling method.
However, our method has more general applicability because it does
not require a partitioning of themainmodel's state, which implies that
appropriate cues for each partition have to be found. Both methods
outperform the clasical SIR algorithm by requiring much less particles
to achieve the same level of performance. For instance, the SIR al-
gorithm requires almost 100 particles to reach the performance of our
HMFalgorithmwithonly 20 particles. As is expectedwhen thenumber
of particles increases all themethods converge towards the same level
of performance.

5.2. Experiments with real video sequences

For the experiments with real video sequences we implemented
the following trackers which we compare:

• SIR This is the original SIR algorithm described in Section 3.1. The
state vector contains the object models described in Section 4.

• HMF The proposed tracker as described in Section 4, without
adaptation.

• aHMF The proposed tracker using the adaptation method of
Section 4.4.

The SIR tracker was built using the same object models and ex-
ploiting the same visual cues as the proposed HMF tracker. The states
of all the used object models are combined to form a single state
vector which is estimated using the standard equations described in
Section 3.1. This way the comparison with HMF depends only on the
update strategy since the measurement models are the same.
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Fig. 7. Comparison metrics. The picture shows the ground truth bounding box (black)
and the tracker's output (red). The TP, FP, and FN areas are highlighted.
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Additionally, for fair comparison we compare the SIR tracker with
HMF which does not use adaptation. Comparison to the standard
particle filter is widely performed in the related literature. Comparing
with other state-of-the art methods is difficult due to lack of standard
datasets.

For each video category that we experimented with we selected
the object models which were suitable for tracking and we built the
aforementioned trackers using these models. In sports videos for
example, the salient point object model is not very helpful so we used
only the blob and contour object models. For surveillance videos we
used all the three object models.

To compare the trackers we annotated several sequences by hand
and we calculated the ‘Tracker Detection Rate’(TDR) and ‘False Alarm
Rate’(FAR) measures [36]:

TDR =
TP

TP + FN
; FAR =

FP
FP + TP

ð40Þ

where TP, FN and FP denote the true positive, false negative and false
positive area respectively (see Fig. 7). The ground truth target area
was defined by a bounding box. For all trackers we calculated the
bounding box of the output contour and we compared it with the
ground truth bounding box. The output contour was calculated using
the mean of the particles. The TP area is calculated as the area of the
intersection between the ground truth and the output bounding
boxes. The FN is the area of the ground truth bounding box excluding
the TP area and similarly FP is the area of the tracker output bounding
box excluding the TP area.

Wemade several series of experiments to enlighten various aspects
of our method:

• The first series contains mainly qualitative experiments to evaluate
the proposal distribution, the collaboration between the object
models, and the model adaptation.

• The second series contains quantitative experiments to compare our
method (HMF) with the standard particle filter (SIR).

In the previous sections describing the object models several
parameters have appeared. The setting of these parameters was done
Table 2
Parameter values. Asp, is the area in pixels of the salient point, σsp, σbp

etc. are the
deviations which are multiplied by the ranges to form the diagonal covariance matrices
Σsp, Σbp

etc.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

σsl 5Asp σpbs
,σpcs

,σpcb
0.02

σbl
0.4 σsp,σbp

,σcp 0.03
σcl 13 σpsb

,σpsc
,σpbc

0.04
ttc 0.2 abtc

,astc 0.6
σtl 0.3
empirically since some values worked well for most of the testing
sequences. These parameters are summed up here:

• Standard deviations of the measurement models: σsl,σbl,σcl.
• Covariances of the dynamic models: Σsp, Σbp, Σcp. These parameters
should be large enough to accommodate for abrupt motion but
not excessively large because this increases the probability of
the tracker to get distracted by clutter. We consider diagonal
covariance matrices with each element being proportional to the
range of the corresponding parameter (e.g. for the salient points
Σsp=diag((σsp * rx)

2, (σsp * ry)
2) where rx and ry are the ranges of the

x and y-coordinates of the salient points).
• Covariances linking the previous estimates of higher order object
models to the current of lower order object models: Σpsb

, Σpsc
, Σpbc

.
The values of these parameters are set larger than those of the
dynamics above because they should cover situations where both
the position of the object as well as the relative position to the
higher order object changes between the previous and the current
frame. These matrices are also diagonal and each element's value is
proportional to the range of the corresponding parameter as in the
case of dynamic model covariances.

• Covariances linking the current estimates of lower order object
models to the higher order objectmodels:Σpbs

,Σpcs
,Σpcb

. The values of
these parameters are normally lower than those of the rest because
they incorporate knowledge from the current frame which is more
reliable and is not affected by abrupt motion.

• Filtering parameters for the update of target confidence of the
auxiliary objects: astc, abtc. Their values determine the ‘memory’ of the
filtering function. Lower values mean that the target confidence
adapts more rapidly to the current estimates.

• Threshold in the target confidence for deleting auxiliary objects ttc,
and standard deviation for the calculation of target confidence σtl.

The values that we used throughout the experiments are shown in
Table 2.

5.2.1. Qualitative experiments
In this sectionwe are going to provide somequalitative experiments

to show how our method behaves under various tracking conditions.
More specifically, we are going to highlight the following points: i) The
proposal distribution of the main object model has lower variance than
that of SIR and the particles are more concentrated near the target even
in cases with abrupt motion. ii) The adaptation mechanism is tested in
sequences with target appearance changes (e.g. self occlusions, de-
formations) where the adaptation consists of replacing or completely
removing salient point or blob object models.

In the experiment displayed in Fig. 8 we compare our HMF tracker
to the SIR in a PETS 2006 surveillance sequence using the blob and
contour object models. The contour hypotheses of our method are
much more concentrated near the actual target than those of the SIR
because of the strong prior provided by the blob model.

The experiment displayed in Fig. 9, illustrates the concept of the
object model adaptation using the aHMF tracker with two object
model types, salient points and contour. The salient point object
models are deleted and re-initialized as the initial points are occluded
due to the object rotation. The main model (contour), defines the
target area and the search for new points is performed there.

Another experiment which illustrates the benefits of the adaptive
tracker, aHMF, compared to HMF is presented in Fig. 10. One blob and
the contour object model are used in a sequence where the color of
the target changes due to illumination variations. The adaptive tracker
re-initializes the blob model by detecting homogeneously colored
regions within the area tracked by the contour as seen in the first row
of Fig. 10. The HMF tracker fails when the color distribution of the
target changes and the tracking performance deteriorates as seen in
Fig. 10h.
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Fig. 8. Tracking results — surveillance sequence:(a), (b), (c)—SIR, 50 particles (d), (e), (f)—HMF, 50 particles. Frames 1, 35, 50. Both trackers use the blob and the contour object
models, for image clarity we only show the contour particles. The particles of the HMF tracker are more concentrated near the target due to the better proposal distribution.
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In several cases some type of auxiliary models do not provide valid
information for the target. In such cases the adaptation mechanism
discards these object models without replacing them. One such
situation is observed in Fig. 11, where the target is textureless and all
the salient point models are discarded for the largest part of the
sequence. Another sequence is shown in Fig. 12 where the blob models
are misled by similar background colors and are quickly discarded. The
salient points are not helpful throughout the whole sequence and
therefore are discarded for several frames as well.

5.2.2. Quantitative comparison
In this section we present quantitative experiments to test the

accuracy and speed of our method (HMF) compared to the standard PF
(SIR). To effectively compare the trackers we restricted the methods to
equal resources by setting the same number of particles and using the
sameobjectmodels. Althoughweuseamore complex samplingmethod
the difference in computational complexity is negligible because the
measurement stage consumes muchmore resources than the sampling
stage. The following model setup is used in the experiments, however
for some datasets we didn't use salient point models:

• Salient points: 4 grayscale point models with masks sized at about
1/10th the target area.
Fig. 9. Tracking results — 7up sequence: a
• Blobs: 2 blob models with area at about 1/3rd the target area.
• Contour: a b-spline curve with 18 control points.

We measured the TDR and FAR for each method for different
number of particles. On a standard PC with 2 GHz processor and for
frame size of 720×576 pixels (DVD quality) real-time performance
(25 fps) was achieved with 30 particles.

Three challenging datasets where used for the quantitative experi-
ments. They contain sequences from soccer games, tennis games and
moving vehicles. The length of the sequences varies from 50 to 400
frames. Their parameters are summarized in Table 3. In Fig. 13, we show
several screen-shots fromthe sequences of eachdataset. In sports datasets
we used only the blobs and the contour objectmodel as the salient points
were not helpful. In the vehicles dataset all the three object model types
were used. Fig. 14 shows the mean TDR and FAR values for different
number of particles for the ‘soccer’, ‘tennis’ and, ‘vehicles’ dataset. Our
HMF tracker performs better having higher TDR and lower FAR compared
to the SIR tracker at all the datasets. As is expected the difference is larger
when thenumber of particles is low.After a certain number bothmethods
converge to a standard TDR and FAR valuewhich seems to be the limit for
the given features. Our method reaches that value with much fewer
particles. In ‘soccer’dataset, evenwith10particlesourmethodreaches the
performance of the SIR tracker with 80 particles. In ‘tennis’, a very
HMF, 60 particles, frames 1, 180, 300.
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Fig. 10. Tracking results — walking sequence:(a)–(d) aHMF, 60 particles. (e)–(h) HMF, 60 particles. Frames 1, 15, 35, 45.

Fig. 11. Tracking results — textureless sequence: aHMF, 50 particles, frames 1, 25, 50, 75. The adaptation mechanism completely discards the salient point object models. In (c), (d)
only the contour and two blob object models are active.
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adequate performance is also met with 10 particles by our tracker
whereas the SIR requires 60 particles to reach the same performance
levels. A similar situation is observed in ‘vehicles’where the SIR requires
six times more particles to reach the same performance.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a framework for building particle
filtering based tracking algorithms. These algorithms enhance
Fig. 12. Tracking results — sequence without blobs: aHMF, 50 particles, frames 1, 15, 30, 50
background contains similar colors that distract it. In (c), the salient point object models
detected.
significantly previous approaches in terms of robustness and speed
by fusing several cues hierarchically in order to achieve robust
tracking in various challenging situations including occlusions,
deformations, abrupt motion, illumination changes and cluttered
background.

The problem of dimensionality is a very challenging problem for
sample-based methods. Our work acknowledges the problem and
tries to tackle it by building priors using low dimensional object
models at the beginning and using them to guide the most complex
. The blob object models, although initialized in (a), are quickly discarded because the
are also discarded and only the contour is used. In (d), several new salient points are
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Table 3
Datasets parameters: number of clips and total frames.

Dataset Clips Frames

Soccer 15 1880
Tennis 20 2000
Vehicles 10 1600

Fig. 13. Dataset screen-shots: ‘soccer’, ‘tennis’ and, ‘vehicles’ datasets.
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ones. The more complex object models use the better priors offered
by simple models and thus require significantly less particles. Our
experiments both with real or simulated data demonstrate that this
technique works and we show that we succeded to achieve a
reduction in the number of required particles by a factor of 5 to 10
which is not negligible. This allows our method to use higher
Fig. 14. Tracking results charts — (a) soccer dataset, (b) tennis dataset, (c) vehicles da
dimensional models up to some extend, however, we do not claim
that this completely solves the problem of dimensionality which
might arise if we use very high dimensional models.

A limitation of the proposedmethod that we are going to handle in
the future is the dependence on the main model. A more flexible
representation would use several object models to describe the target
and would not depend on a single main model. Another open issue is
the development of a more elaborate way to link the different object
models together. Scale variations, rotations or gradual change in the
relative position could be taken into account to form a more general
cross-model link. The framework could also be used with the human
body or other object specific object models which usually have many
parameters; therefore we believe that the use of our search strategy
could be beneficial.
taset. The charts show the average TDR and FAR for different number of particles.
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Appendix A. Bayesian filtering equation

The steps for the derivation of the bayesian filtering equation for M object models are:

p x 1:i½ �t ; x0:t−1 jz 1:i½ �t ; z1:t−1

� �
=

p z 1:i½ �t ; z1:t−1 jx 1:i½ �t ;x0:t−1

� �
p x 1:i½ �t ;x0:t−1

� �
p z 1:i½ �t ; z1:t−1

� �

=
p z i½ �t jz 1:i−1½ �t ; z1:t−1;x 1:i½ �t ; x0:t−1

� �
p z 1:i−1½ �t ; z1:t−1 jx 1:i½ �t ;x0:t−1

� �
p x 1:i½ �t ;x0:t−1

� �
p z 1:i½ �t ;z1:t−1

� �

=
p z i½ �t jx i½ �t
� �

p x 1:i½ �t ;x0:t−1 jz 1:i−1½ �t ;z1:t−1

� �
p z i½ �t jz 1:i−1½ �t ;z1:t−1

� �

=
p z i½ �t jx i½ �t
� �

p x i½ �t jx 1:i−1½ �t ;x0:t−1;z 1:i−1½ �t ;z1:t−1

� �
p x 1:i−1½ �t ;x0:t−1 jz 1:i−1½ �t ;z1:t−1

� �
p z i½ �t jz 1:i−1½ �t ;z1:t−1

� �

= p x 1:i−1½ �t ;x0:t−1 jz 1:i−1½ �t ;z1:t−1

� � p z i½ �t jx i½ �t
� �

p x i½ �t jPa x i½ �t
� �� �
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